I. INTRODUCTION
Interplay between plasma and magnetic field is best manifested by magnetic reconnection, a topological rearrangement of magnetic field lines'-4. Magnetic reconnection is considered to be a key process in the evolution of solar flare^^-^ and in the dynamics of the Earths It also occurs as one of the relaxation processes in fusion research p l a~m a s l~9~~, and it often plays a dominant role in determining the confinement characteristics of high-temperature fusion pIasmas.
The study of solar flares has been intensified due to the availability of soft X-ray pictures of the sun recently taken by the Yohkoh satellite'. Solar flares provide a paradigm for physical systems where magnetic energy is stored in a force-free magnetic equilibrium configuration and then, via slow adjustment of an external condition, brought to a situation of ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instability which forms intense current sheets and initiates reconnection. The evolving solar flares17 are the best known example of rapid conversion of magnetic energy into heat. Recent theoretical work has focused on two-dimensional (2-D) models of the evolution of force-free magnetic arcades17>" whose field-line feet are advected by flows in the solar photosphere. However, it has been recognized that in realistic boundary conditions the effects of the third magnetic field component plays an important rolelg.
The most common description of magnetic field line reconnection is shown in Fig. l In all these areas, we believe the inter-relationship between the global magnetic configuration and the resistive reconnection region will play a key role in determining the reconnection features.
PHI SICS ISSUES OF MAGNETIC RECONNECTION
To describe the motion of magnetic field lines in a plasma, Eq. (1) for the evolution of the magnetic field B can be derived by combining Maxwell equations and Ohms law:
The first term on the right-hand side represents motion of field lines frozen-in to the plasmal.
The second term describes diffusion of magnetic fields with the diffusion coefficient proportional to the plasma resistivity. 
APPARATUS OF THE MRX EXPERIMENT
Figure 2 presents a schematic of two typical operational modes of the MRX experiment, which has been designed with much flexibility and uses two flux cores to form plasmas by inductive discharge^^^. For example, when the external field (and hence the inward j x B force) is weak, the plasma is not forced away from the flux cores. Figure 2 (a) shows that, in this case, the plasma assumes an annular configuration surrounding the flux cores, and reconnection driving forces are controlled by the rate at which toroidal current is induced into the annular plasmas. Thus, the reconnection rate can be studied with a variety of external driving forces. An alternative method to induce reconnection is to merge two spheromaks formed separately, as shown in Fig. 2 (b) . This configuration can be converted to yet another configuration wherein two spheromaks contact each other at a point by tilting instead of along an axisymmetric ring. Therefore, one should envision the double spheromak not as a single-reconnection experiment but as a facility capable of magnetic reconnection and turbulence studies under a variety of external driving forces. Figure 3 shows the present MRX device. The 1.5 meter wide and 1.5 meter long vacuum vessel contains two flux cores, each with a 37.5 cm major radius and a 9.4 cm minor radius. 
IV. MRX DIAGNOSTICS
The MRX diagnostics consist of internal probes and noninvasive optical systems. Nonaxisymmetric structures associated with reconnection must be located and the intensity of the turbulence measured. Flows in the poloidal and azimuthal directions are expected and these also must be measured. The low temperature (< 50 eV) and short-pulsed (< 1 ms)
MRX plasma has the advantage that internal probes can be used routinely. Langmuir probes with triple pins can provide electron density and temperature data simultaneously. The plasma density measurement has been calibrated by a newly developed laser interferometer which measures the line-integrated density of the plasma36. All three components of the magnetic field can be measured during the reconnection process. To document the internal magnetic structure of the reconnection in a single shot, a 2-D magnetic probe array with grid size of 4 cm is placed on an R-2 pIane (toroidal cross-section) as shown in Fig. 4 . The following diagnostics have been installed already. (Fig. 4) . More than 20 LeCroy Model 2264 (4 MHz) digitizers are available t o document evolution of the magnetic field configuration during reconnection and one Transiac Model T2001 (100 MHz) digitizer is available to explore the bandwidth of the turbulence spectrum.
Langmuir probes with triple pins can provide electron density and temperature data simultaneously. A fast sweeping technique37 has also been applied to obtain I-V doubleprobe characteristics with better than 10 ps time resolution. Langmuir probes (which contain double and triple pins) can map out density profiles on a single and/or multi-shot operation basis, and they can identify rapid fluctuations in density in the 1-10 MHz frequency range near the current sheet region.
Flux loops and Rogowsltii coils are used to measure global magnetic parameters, such as total plasma current and poloidal and toroidal flux. The global magnetic helicities can be deduced from these quantities with help from internal magnetic probe data.
The Mach probe3*l3' is a common plasma diagnostic and is based on the same principIes as a Langmuir probe. Ion saturation current is collected on back-to-back negatively biased collectors, and the difference between the two traces yields a net local ion flow velocity. Both fluid3' and kinetic4' theories on the interpretation of the probe traces have been formulated, and we plan to adapt aspects of these theories to MRX parameters.
A retarding field energy analyzer (RFEA, or Faraday cup) has been built and installed to measure local ion temperature and plasma flows in the reconnection region. The RFEA is designed to selectively collect ion current as a function of ion energy by changing bias electric potential, thus providing information on the ion velocity distribution function. Fast sweeping of the bias potential will provide also excellent temporal resolution of ion temperature in a single plasma shot. Measurements of Doppler shifts by a spectrometer will provide information on global ion dynamics.
The line density is measured with a double pass second harmonic i n t e r f e r~r n e t e r~~j~l operating at 1.064 and 0.532 pm with a sensitivity of 5 x lo1* cmV2. This interferometer has a 2 mm diameter beam and is aligned toroidally to the MRX plasma approximately tangent to the major radius. The line density is measured at a single time point on each discharge.
The fractional fringe shift is measured absolutely, but the results are also calibrated with respect to the pressure in a gas cell in the beam path.
V. INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A large amount of quality magnetic reconnection data has been obtained since MRX device construction was completed in the fall of 1995 . A Lundquist number S > 700 has been achieved already in 50-60 kA discharges, and for higher current (100 kA) S > 1500 is expected. The start-up diagnostics include magnetic and Langmuir probes, spectroscopy, flux loops, and Rogowskii coils. The initial MRX experiments have been carried out in the double annular plasma set-up in which two toroidal plasmas with annular cross section are formed independently around two flux cores35, and magnetic reconnection is driven in the quadrupole field as shown in Fig. 5 . By pulsing currents in the TF coils after a quadrupole poloidal magnetic field has been established by the PF coil currents, plasmas are created around each flux core due to poloidal electric fields induced around the cores by inductive formation. At the same time, a common annular plasma forms outside the two inner plasmas which surround the two flux cores. Thus, the magnetic field domain can be divided into three sections: one public section and two private sections. The two toroidal plasmas which carry identical toroidal current with the same or the opposite toroidal field are made to merge to induce reconnection by controlling external coil currents. After the annular plasmas are created, the PF coil current can be increased or decreased. In the case of increasing PF coil current, the poloidal flux in each plasma is "pushed" toward the X-point (push mode). In the case of decreasing P F coil current, the poloidal flux in the common plasma is "pulled" back toward the X-point (pull mode), as illustrated in Fig. 5 .
Typical waveforms are shown in Fig. 6 for both TF and PF coil currents. The plasma is formed around the Rux cores by induction due to TF coil current from t = 200 ps after a vacuum quadrupole field configuration is established by the PF coil current. After the plasma diffuses into the public region of the quadrupole field (Fig. 5 ) , "pulling" reconnection is driven during t = 260-320 p s by decreasing the PF coil current. The reconnecting poloidal field is accompanied by a toroidal field (the third component), which is generated by a poloidal current in the public domain when the TF coils are connected with the same polarity (co-helicity). With the opposite polarity, no poloidal current is generated in the public domain, resulting in negligible toroidal field (null-helicity). The rise-time of the TF and PF coil currents can be varied from 20-100 p s by changing coil connections and number of capacitors in each bank.
In the initial MRX experiments the "pull" modes have been intensively studied with and This 0-point current channel grows into a spheromak configuration. To the best of our knowledge, this is the clearest experimental documentation of different current sheets, the shapes of which depend on the third component of the merging fields. The neutral current sheet in the null-helicity merging case is much narrower than in the co-helicity merging case.
It is found that merging of null-helicity plasmas occurs much faster than merging of the co-helicity plasmas, which confirms the earlier data obtained in the global plasma merging experiments on TS-328-31. The local features of counter-helicity merging in TS-3 are equivalent to null-helicity reconnection in MRX. A cause of the observed faster reconnection for null-helicity merging has been attributed to the effects of toroidal magnetic field field pressure. When two plasmas of parallel toroidal fields are brought together, a new equilibrium is formed among the toroidal field pressure (outward), poloidal-field pressure (attracting force), and the plasma pressure (outward). For the merging of plasmas with anti-parallel fields without the third (toroidal) field component, the attracting force becomes so dominant that reconnection is accelerated, while the toroidal field pressure slows down reconnection in the case of co-helicity merging. We note that the existence of toroidal field makes the plasma less compressible leading to a slower reconnection rate. Without toroidal field pressure in the null-helicity case, the plasma is seen to be compressed by a measured density profile which sharpens during reconnection.
The current density deduced from the measured profiles of magnetic field for the same sequence of shots provides the profile of a neutral sheet current, j~. Fig. 8 presents a near symmetric profile of neutral sheet current induced in the null-helicity reconnection, which is always much narrower than that of the co-helicity merging case.
To measure accurately the width of the neutral sheet, a very fine scale internal probe array in which micro-scale magnetic probes are placed with 5 mm spacing from R = 32 to 42 cm is inserted into the MRX plasma. The time evolution of BZ gives the radial profile evoIution of the neutral sheet current, based on j~ = d B z / d R since a B~/ a 2 M 0 at the plane of symmetry ( 2 = 0) for null-helicity case. Figure 9 presents the radial profiles of Bz, BT, jT and pitch of field lines for co-helicity and null-helicity reconnection. In the null-helicity case, BT is almost zero resulting in an abrupt transition of the pitch of field lines (0) at the reconnection point, while in the co-helicity case, BT is order Bz resulting in a gradual change of 0 over R, as indicated in Fig. l(b-i) and l(b-ii), respectively. In the co-helicity case, the j~ profile is broad with width of order 10 cm. In the null-helicity case, one observes a steepening of magnetic field slope at the diffusion region and therefore a sharp neutral sheet current. The thickness of this current sheet is seen to be as narrow as 1 cm, which is the same order as the ion gyro-radius, p;, assuming T; = T,. 
. Figure 10 shows a typical high current discharge in the null-helicity case in which the steepening of the Bz profile and the sharpening of the neutral current sheet profile is clearly observed. A highly peaked density profile with a maximum value of -1 x 1014 cm-3 and a moderately peaked electron temperature profile with a maximum value of -15 eV have been measured by Langmuir probes. In the co-helicity case, relatively flat density (N 0.5 x 1013 ~r n -~) and electron temperature (-10 eV) profiles are observed.
Since classical 2-D reconnection models do not explicitly take into account the effects of the third magnetic field component nor plasma compressibility, a quantitative comparison of the observed reconnection rate with theoretical values is not straightforward. It is observed that in the co-helicity case the reconnection velocity is three times slower than that in the null-helicity case. Quantitative comparison of experimental results to the leading theories will be carried out in the next few years of intensive research in MRX.
In summary, we have constructed the MRX device to investigate the fundamental physics of magnetic reconnection in a well controlled laboratory setting. In the initial experiments,
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we have identified two distinctively different shapes of the diffusion region, which includes the current sheet, during co-helicity and null-helicity merging. The familiar 2-D feature, a sharp doubleY shaped diffusion regime, is identified when there is no axial magnetic field (third vector component). The thickness of this current layer is found to be on the order of the ion gyro-radius (1-2 cm) and decreases as we increase the magnetic field. In co-helicity merging with sizable axial field, an 0-shaped diffusion region appears growing to 20-30 cm and the reconnection rate decreases substantially, which is attributed to the toroidal field pressure and the incompressibility of plasma. The typical speed of reconnecting flux surfaces for null-helicity merging (2-3x105 cm/s) is about three times faster than that for co-helicity merging (6-8x lo5 cm/s). I-Iowever, both speeds are still substantially smaller than the Alfvkn speed of 4-6x10' cm/s.
A plausible explanation for the observed difference in the shapes of the diffusion regions is as follows. A toroidal current channel is formed in the neutral sheet region during the reconnection process. Closed flux surfaces are expected to exist in the co-helicity case due to the existence of BT. When B T / B~ exceeds a certain value, the plasma confined in the closed flux surfaces is stable due to an absolute minimum B configuration. On the other hand, flux surfaces do not exist in the null-helicity case due to the absence of BT, inhibiting stable island growth. Even in the co-helicity case, if BT is small ( B T / B z 5 l), the island is unstable resulting in a thin sheet current which is driven by incoming and oppositely directed magnetic fields. Interestingly, this result is consistent with previous results obtained in an electron MHD plasma where ions were not m a g n e t i~e d~~.
The MRX experiment has found that magnetic reconnection depends on the merging angle of the field lines, even if the poloidal fieId components are kept constant. In co-helicity merging, the merging angle changes gradually through the reconnection region, while it changes abruptly in null-helicity merging. The quantitative dependence of the reconnection rate on the merging angle of the field lines will be investigated in the immediate future.
The results from MRX and TS-3 experiment^^'>^', namely that counter-helicity reconnection proceeds faster than co-helicity reconnection, are consistent with the general observation in the dayside magnetopause, in which southward IMF reconnect much faster with the earth's dipole field (northward) than northward IMF12J4. Patchy reconnection geometry, where plasmas initially contact at a point instead of along a line, has yet to be studied in a laboratory plasma. We are planning to install experimental visualization techniques aided by local 3-D probe arrays to investigate 3-D magnetic reconnection phenomena.
Although we have observed similarly structured current sheets in four toroidal locations (along the third field component) in MRX, a more detailed study is yet to be carried out to determine under what conditions symmetry breaking occurs in the structure (particularly in the toroidal direction). This study would Iead to the next stage of our research: study of the dependence of the reconnection raie on global boundary conditions. In upcoming MRX research, we also plan to investigate: (1) how global MHD forces determine the profiles of neutral current sheets and/or reconnection dynamics, (2) how magnetic energy, initially released as hydromagnetic flows, is transformed into plasma kinetic energy. during null-helicity reconnection with the same conditions shown in Fig. 6 , except the charging voltages are raised t o 12 kV and 10 kV for TF and PF coils, respectively, and accordingly the EF field at the center of the machine is raised to 182 Gauss. 
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